BC SRC 2018: Motion Commotion!
Program (Ages 9-12), Theme 7: Lights, Camera, Action!
Prepared by: Alexandria Suter, Fraser Valley Regional Library
ACTIVITY
Movie-Themed Scavenger Hunt
Materials:



Paper or cardstock
Printer

Instructions:
1. Print off and cut out pictures of popular movie-themed items
Examples: clapboard, popcorn bucket, award, movie camera, “walk of fame” star, ticket,
etc.
2. Write or type up lists of all the items
3. Hide the pictures around the space
4. Give a list of the items to each child, or divide into teams/partners if there is a larger
group
5. Have the children hunt around the space and find all the pictures
6. Different ways to win:
a. The whole group wins when all the pictures are found
b. Whoever finds one of each picture the fastest (if hiding multiple copies of each)
c. Whoever finds a certain item, etc.
GAME
Animation Puzzle Race
Materials:





Paper or cardstock
Printer
Scissors
Envelopes

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print off full-page photos of popular animated characters and/or movie posters
Cut the photos into strips or “puzzle sized” pieces
Fill the envelopes with all the pieces of a few complete photos
Hand out the envelopes to each child, pair, or team and have them sort out the jumbled
pieces to complete the puzzles
5. Whichever child/pair/team completes all their puzzles and successfully guesses
who/what each one is of first wins

ACTIVITY

DIY Paper Clapboard
Materials:





Black and white cardstock
Scissors
Glue sticks
Brads (2-pronged metal fasteners)

Instructions:
1. Cut 8 ½ inch squares of black cardstock
2. Print out the clapboard templates (see below) on white cardstock
Note: The children can complete everything after this step on their own
3. Cut out the individual pieces of the template
4. Glue the white rhombuses across the clapboard “handle” (the long black rectangle
piece) to make stripes, making sure to leave the small white circle exposed
5. Glue the label near the bottom of the main square piece
6. Align the handle across the top of the main square so that approximately half of the
handle overlaps onto the square, with the white circle at the bottom left of the handle
7. Push the brad through the two pieces of paper, using the white circle as a guide, and
separate the prongs to secure the pieces together
8. Fill out the label with the details of a favorite movie or an original production of your own
BOOK SUGGESTIONS
First Chapter Books:
Calvin Coconut: Extra Famous (Calvin Coconut #9) by Graham Salisbury
Quiet on the Set (Katie Kazoo, Switcheroo #10) by Nancy E. Krulik
Graphic Novels:
Lights, Camera, Stilton! by Geronimo Stilton
The Shadow Door (The Chronicles of Elsewhere #1) by Bannister
Novels:
Flickers by Arthur Slade
The Grand Plan to Fix Everything by Uma Krishnaswami
The Invention of Hugo Cabret by Brian Selznick
My Life as a Stuntboy by Janet Tashjian
Ruby Electric by Theresa Nelson
Wolf Storm by Dee Garretson
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